Ahoy! Join HPW for an online treasure hunt! Hunt down the treasure in the map and find the gold coin on seven different websites. Each gold coin will have a treasure word on it. Fill in the missing spaces with the treasure words to reveal a hidden message. Click the flags on the map for your first clue, Matey! When you’ve cracked the hidden message, log in to http://hpw.explorehealthcareers.org and enter it into Sunday’s Digital Treasure Hunt form for a chance to win a $100 Amazon gift card. Want to increase your odds of winning loot? Complete the other two maps for two more chances to win! For a shot at a larger haul, complete all three maps for a chance to win one of two $500 Sallie Mae scholarships!

Health Professions Week is a _______ ________ between today’s _______ and ________ organizations designed to provide ________ resources to explore _______ in the health professions.